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Data Sheet

A MANAGEMENT CONSOLE DESIGNED FOR 
MANAGED SERVICE PROVIDERS (MSPs)

Running an MSP can often be described as “having a 
large number of irons in the fire without knowing the 
number of irons, and the constant chance for a few 
fires to go out of control.” So anytime a new product 
is considered by an MSP, another console is always 
cause for concern, since it could turn into another 
iron, and another fire.

The iSheriff Cloud Security Console was designed and built 
from day one with MSPs and partners in mind. The console 
is designed such that an MSP can login and immediately gain 
pertinent information on all of their customers.

The integrated iSheriff console covers Endpoint Security, Web 
Security, Email Security and Email Archiving, making console 
bloat concerns a thing of the past. Since iSheriff Cloud 
Security is 100% cloud-based, there’s no hardware to deploy 
or manage.

Multiple Products, 
Multiple Sites, One 
Console

iSheriff allows you to 
manage, control, report and 
alert on Web, Email, and 
Endpoint security for all of 
your customers. All from one 
single console, increasing 
ROI, simplifying customer 
management, and increasing 
customer satisfaction

Self Service or 
Managed Service

iSheriff’s unique console 
allows for all customer 
types. From the customer 
that likes to self manage to 
the customer that wants 
everything handled for them 
by the MSP, the iSheriff Cloud 
Security Console gets the job 
done.

The unique multi-tenant, 
multi-tiered structure allows 
an MSP to control all of their 
customers, while also giving 
those customers that want a 
little more control the ability 
to login and manage their 
own account.
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Every Customer, Every Threat, One Console

Whether you are managing one customer or one thousand, 
the ability to see and react to potential threats is extremely 
important. The iSheriff console provides MSPs a simple roll-
up view of all of their customers to quickly view any potential 
threats or problems that need to be addressed. From out-of-
date updates to potential infections, key information is easily 
available in the dashboard.

But it Really Is the Little Things

Managing customers is one thing. But it’s the little things 
that set the iSheriff Cloud Security Console apart. Little 
touches, like the ability to easily add your logo to the console, 
add notes to a customer account, easily provision a demo 
account for a new prospective customer, complete seamless 
control of all of your customers, customer shadowing, 
detailed licensing information for each customer, or the 
ability to open a support ticket right in the console that 
provide an experience that lets an MSP focus on servicing 
customers.

Every Task, Handled

Every important task can 
be easily handled right in 
the iSheriff Cloud Security 
Console.

 � View active and trial 
accounts

 � Create trial accounts on 
the fly, no waiting for 
approval or provisioning

 � Shadow a customer 
account so you can see 
exactly what they see

 � Create multiple admins 
with different roles

 � Each customer gets their 
own console

 � Customer information 
including licenses and 
expiration

 � Ability to view reports 
rolled up, or on an 
individual customer basis

 � Alerting can be configured 
to the customer, to the 
MSP, or both

 � Unprecedented detailed 
reporting
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Free Evaluation

It is fast and easy to sign up with iSheriff. You can trial the service before subscribing and generate 
reports to better understand your own requirements and evaluate iSheriff. Sign up for your FREE trial 
today. Visit us at: www.iSheriff.com

Full reporting services are provided to help you learn what is going on with your Endpoint, Email and 
Web usage and understand all that iSheriff has to offer. There is no obligation to subscribe and it is 
quick and easy to disconnect the service if you don’t wish to continue.

About iSheriff

iSheriff is the leading provider of content and endpoint security from the cloud. We keep 
organizations and individuals safe from cybercrime, malware and digital threats. Thousands of 
businesses across a wide array of industries have deployed our solutions, including some of the 
most sophisticated buyers of security technology worldwide. iSheriff has operations in New York, 
California, Ireland and Asia.

Contact iSheriff

Contact details are available online at: www.iSheriff.com


